I’m New!

Saved by Faith - A Study through Galatians for Kids!

Discussion
Questions

After reading this lesson’s
scripture, discuss these
with your kids!

Craft Time
Items Needed:
o
o
o
o
o

Items Needed:

Galatians 6:11-18

1. Why were the false teachers trying to force the Galatians to follow the Law? (v. 12)
2. Were the false teachers able to fully keep the Law themselves? (v. 13)
3. What is it that Paul boasts in? (v. 14) What is it that truly counts in our lives? (v. 15)
“A New Creation” Craft — This butterfly mobile craft reminds us that just like a butterfly becomes a new creation after it
cocoons, we become new creations after receiving Jesus Christ into our hearts!

• First, use a pencil to trace butterfly shapes onto a piece of paper and then use markers to color them in. Cut out the butterfly

White paper
Markers & pencil
Scissors
Yarn
Clothes hanger

Let’s Play
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shapes. Using another piece of paper, cut out a bigger butterfly shape and write on it, “…but a new creation.” Galatians 6:15b

• Finally, cut three pieces of yarn varying between 5-10 inches in length. Tie them on the bottom of the hanger. Tape all of the
butterfly shapes and the big butterfly shape onto the pieces of yarn.

“Memory Walk” Game — Paul encouraged the Galatians to walk by the rule of becoming a new creature in Jesus. Play this
“Memory Walk” game with the family to demonstrate how to walk while using your memory!
•

First, each family member will take turns being “The Leader” who will walk a path throughout the room. Everyone else pays
careful attention to how “The Leader” walked.

•

Next, the other family members will try to walk that same path by memory. Continue to play until everyone has had a

chance to be “The Leader.” To make the game more challenging or silly, add obstacles in the path or do silly hand motions
or a dance that the others need to follow.

Bonus!

Have extra time?
Here’s an idea to try!

“See the Large Letters!”— Paul wrote the letter to the Galatians using large letters which was his signature. Have everyone in
the family create their own signature and logo onto a piece of paper. When finished, hold each paper up and have the other
family members guess which signature and logo belong to which family member.

